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About This Game

  The lines between good and bad have been blurred and crime and terror run rampant in the streets. The alleys, rooftops and
sewers are crawling with criminals and brutal gangs. And now, Underboss — in a daring escape — has broken out of prison and
is ruling with vicious darkness. The city is in need of saviors and only masked hero vigilantes answer the call... you answer the

call.

Key Features

Play as two unique Watchmen characters, each with their ownabilities:
Rorschach, a feral, street-wise fighter who can disarm enemies to use their own weapons against them
Nite Owl, a refined fighter who uses martial arts expertise and high-tech wizardry
Fight and watch the blood fly through six chapters of gut-wrenching in your face action.
Intense, visceral — battles fight up to 20 enemies at the same time with bloody, street-fighting moves.
Clean up the streets with friends in split screen co-op multiplayer competition or solo
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Real nice game GG 10/10. Good funing Game. OK so i dont review games often but THIS IS A MUST. im only 2 and a half
hours into the game and the visuals are completely breathtaking, i got so wrapped up in looking at the visuals when i forgot that
theres a story to be told. pressing on only got me more and more in love with this game. they take such good advantage of the
silence and uneasy moments. especially with the music that is always playing. cant wait to beat this, 100% worth my money.
even got a friend to buy it too :). Sometimes you get a puzzle which can't be solved. Don't buy this game, it's broken.. Pretty
good.. th1s game was way 2Spooky4Me. for a twin stick shooter i gotta say that it really kicked my butt but even though that
happened i still think i could replay the levels over and over this is my first early access games and i'm enjoying it

i recommend DubWars if you like Electronic music and the Twin-Stick Shooter genre
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I realy love this Loco it is pretty good enjoy this DLC it is amazing.. Game features check out.. Strategic Mind: The Pacific is a
step-by-step strategy whose events unfolded during World War II and demonstrate with striking historical accuracy the
confrontation between the United States and the Japanese Empire in the Pacific Ocean.
The game will be very popular with those who love military themes and sea battles.
The game is fully localized. Good graphics, excellent soundtrack
I liked her a little bit, and every minute she's in the game, she's dragging you on even more. And the best part is good
optimization of the game at the start, nothing lies down and does not slow down.

I have not noticed any drawbacks.
I wish the developers to continue to develop their favorite game and conquer the tops.
. there is a lot of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that gets on steam these days and while i do enjoy a good trash game
this just shouldnt be on steam. This is probably the weirdest thing in existence. But in a good way. In a very good way.
Read on for my impressions:

After starting the game:
"Oh well... A lot of options. Need to figure out."

After playing for 10 minutes:
"Wait, what\u00b4s this?"

After playing for 15 minutes:
"Is this real? What type of game is this?"

After playing for 20 minutes:
"This is just weird. This is so f***ing weird."

After playing for 30 minutes I finally figured out the options.

Discovered "Music -> add song"

After adding song:

"HOLY! THIS IS SO AMAZING!"

After experimenting with game-settings:

"This was intended to be a DJ-Tool. This wasn\u00b4t ever used to be a game. I get it. Make a software and sell it as a game.
Genius."

After 20 minutes of enyoing my music:

"I don\u00b4t know what Polynomial was supposed to be, but what I know is that Polynomial is the best visualizer I have seen in
my entire life."

After 60 Minutes of total time spent:

"Best visualizer ever. This is just so freaking epic."

In fact:

"The Polynomial - Space of the music" has to been taken literally. Looking like the worst and most confusing Space shooter
ever, this shows off as a must have tool. Seriously, if you display this on your party, you will be the lord of VFX. And if you
don\u00b4t, use this to create your desktop-wallpapers, just turn "game off" (you will get this one while playing)

An absolutely "must have" for all frequent music-listeners!. A great throwback to old-school vector games with some clever
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twists on classic gameplay.

Gamepad is pretty much required; other than that, this is so much fun.. as an ex tank gunner i can say this is rubbish
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